Owing to the depth research on the remarkable properties of magic squares, a new recursive method for constructing high order magic squares will be firstly presented, based on the matrix operations, we refer to as the Kronecker compositional operations. Furthermore, popularizing this method, , we successfully demonstrate that large size magic squares of odd order with symmetrical and pandiagonal features can be generated by lower order initiators ,which leads to the impressive application in engineering computation. Finally, we enumerate two small symmetrical and pandiagonal magic squares.
Background and Introduction
By a magic square of order n is here meant a square matrix consisting of consecutive numbers 1, 2,…, in a way that the sums of the elements of each row, each column and each of two main diagonal lines are always the same number, known as the magic constant (1) Recently, magic squares have been implemented widely applications in a variety of fields such as artifical intelligence, combinatorial analysis, graph theory, image message hiding algorithms and engineering computation [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] .
The magic square construction is a complex permutations and combinations problem with a long history. First magic square in the literature is named Lo Shu magic square of order three, which was discovered by the great king Yu of China in 650BC. A version of the order four magic square with numbers 15 and 14 in adjacent middle columns in the bottom row indicating the date of the engraving 1514 is called Dürer's magic square. Although the 880 squares of order four were enumerated in 17 th Century and are illustrated in Berlekamp et al; the number of order five magic squares was computed by R.Schroeppel; the number of order six magic squares was estimated to be (1.7745±0.0016)×10
19 using Monte Carlo simulation and methods from statistical mechanics, nevertheless, it is still an unsolved problem to determine the number of magic squares of an arbitrary order, excluding those obtained by rotation and reflection.
General methods for the construction of order odd and even magic squares has been given by Kraitchik [1] [2] [3] [4] . But these techniques not only fail to produce magic squares of arbitrary order randomly, also fail to produce magic squares with additional properties (for examples: pandiagonal magic squares , symmetrical magic squares, parent-child magic squares etc.).
In this paper, we are interested in constructing magic squares associated with elegant properties of symmetry and perfect, then generalizing the technique to obtain large size magic squares. Our recursive method is presented using non-standard matrix operations, the Kronecker compositional operations, which correspond to a significant portion we want to demonstrate: two given lower order initiators can generate higher order magic squares obeying all properties of initiators. Contrary to other traditional constructions, this method leads to tractable analysis and rigorous proofs. The rest of this paper is established as follows: Section 2 surveys the necessary notions and theorems of magic squares; Section 3 gives the proposed constructive method; we present examples in Section 4, closing with some discussions.
Preliminaries
To set the stage for our discussion of constructions in this section,   According to Definition2.2, the Lo Shu square mentioned above is not pandiagonal; magic squares of order four can be pandiagonal, here, the total number of distinct pandiagonal squares of order four is 384, which have been illustrated by Hunter and Madachy [12] [13] [14] ; the number of order five of such squares is 3600. The existences of pandiagonal magic squares follow from Lemma 2.1 below.
Lemma2.1 [15] I f there exist pandiagonal magic squares of order n, then
Note that, there also exists a kind of magic squares, any pair of numbers symmetrically placed about the center of which sums to , a property making the squares even more magical. Similarly, the Lo Shu is symmetrical but not pandiagonal. Order four squares can be pandiagonal or symmetrical, but not both. Order five squares are the smallest which can be both symmetrical and pandiagonal.
Lemma2.2 [15] I f there exist symmetrical magic squares of order n, then 4 n k 2   for k any positive integer.
In Summary: Most current constructive works focus on producing magic squares without symmetrical and pandiagonal properties. Actually, it is difficult to build magic squares that is both symmetrical and pandiagonal. The recursive construction we describe in the next section will addresses these issues.
Proposed Method

Main idea
The main idea is first to create high magic squares recursively. We begin with two smaller initiator magic squares A and B, then produce successively larger magic squares by recursion. Moreover, if we want these larger magic squares to be pandiagonal and symmetrical, then A and B should be pandiagonal and symmetrical. This is a property that requires some case in order to get right, as many traditional constructions do not satisfy it.
It turns out that the Kronectker product of two matrices is the useful tool for our discussion. The Kronectker product is defined as follows: 
Now, our attentions are focused on how to building magic squares qualified with elegant properties, which are particular square matrices with many strict constraint conditions. Definition 3.1and Definition 3.2 could not content our requirements. Hence, the operations which refer to as the Kronecker compositional operations of magic squares is introduced as follow: 
Naturally, we double that whether the matrix formed by C A and could be a magic square of order mn generating all properties from B A and . B
Theorems and Proofs
We shall rigorously prove the matrix to be a magic square in the Kronecker compositional operations. The next few theorems attribute to produce symmetrical-pandiagonal magic squares. If intending to get large size magic squares, we can iterate the operations. 
Proof If the matrix is a magic squares, we need to show that the magic constants of the elements if each row, each column and two diagonals are the same number as (1). We will present the proof through three phases. ( 1) , ( 1) ,1 , , , , ,
, ( 1) 
, ( 1) 1 1
Another direction diagonal is similar to the condition above. To sum up, we conclude that C is a magic square of order formed by magic squares mn A and .
QED
B
As far as we are concerned, the outstanding feature of the recursive construction is that it can be used to build large size magic squares based on lower order initiators conveniently.
Theorem3.2.2
Let ( ) ij A a  and be pandiagonal magic squares of orders m and respectively. Then is a pandiagonal magic square of order .
Proof It is suffices to show that each of the row, the column and the diagonal constants of C is 
, , , 
.Here, . According to the construction of C , it obvious that the sum of these elements in this pandiagonal comes from two parts of the corresponding sum of the matrices which copies times and the corresponding sum of the elements of the matrix respectively.
As for the part of the corresponding sum of the matrices , where denote , this pandiagonal entries 
Adding the two equations together, it follows that the sum of elements in corresponding to the discussed pandiagonal
, the sum of this pandiagonal is equal to the foregoing number. The derivations of leaving pandiagonals are the same. By analogy to the above, we demonstrate that C is a pandiagonal magic square. 
QED
Examples
Refer to [16] , we can get two symmetrical-pandiagonal magic squares of order 5and 7 as the next:
Table1: an example of magic squares of order 5 Suppose A and are both of order 7, using ways proceeded, a symmetrical-pandiagonal magic square of order 49 will be formed. If B A and are order 5 and 49, we instantaneously gain such large magic squares of order 245. B
Conclusions and future work
Previously, we produce magic squares with remarkable properties based on the Kronecker compositional operations, and then extend these conclusions to generate large size magic squares. It is known that low order magic squares are difficult to form rather than high order magic squares qualified many special conditions. Thus, as our presented, new method showed in this paper actually solve and improve a sort of complex magic squares constructions. Thinking of no existence of pandiagonal or symmetrical squares of single even order and the smallest existence of symmetrical-pandiagonal magic squares of double even order with is eight order, our discussions just confine in the case of odd order. Therefore double even order is waiting for investigations.
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